
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 20:35 

To: principal@yaraschool.net 

Cc: shehanask@yaraschool.net; asma.zunaira@gmail.com 

Subject: My gratitude Letter � (Virtual classes 2-H) 

  

Hello Mam,  

Hope this letter would find you healthy and safe.  

I am Seema, mother of Zafar Habeeb(2-H), Yara International School.  

Mam, this is my heartfelt gratitude towards you & your team for the continuous efforts during this crisis 

period, in providing virtual online classes for the students.  

Personally, for me, I see it as a great venture and I cannot take it granted. Because, what I experience at home 

is real and really worth,, the online classes are happening and I directly see and listen how smartly and 

efficiently it is being conducted.  

Zafar's teacher Mrs.Asma Kausar, has been our teacher previously too, and we parents were very much 

satisfied regarding her amazingly well managing a mischievous bunch of boys. Now I got the privilege of her 

teaching my kid online too.  

Mam,, one thing I should say is, her voice is very loud and clear, very energetic. My kid is alert and being able 

to follow the class- work. She also takes time and puts interest in making the session  lively,  just like the real  

classes.  

Also, the worksheets and class notes are punctually and consistently being uploaded in the whatsapp group. If 

there is any doubt, we have been given the freedom to contact her personally, and I should tell you, she has 

been a very friendly person, guiding me and helping me in managing Zafar's studies.   

During this entire period of lockdown, Zafar's father is in Jeddah and I am managing alone here. Things are 

easier and happening because of the smart work of women like you.  

I should thank you from the bottom of my heart for making this endeavor possible.  

Regards 

Stay safe.. 

Seema Mohamood 

Riyadh 

 


